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There is another method of applying the listed frequencies to the 

body other than the Direct Method which has been presented up to this 
point. From an Engineering viewpoint, the viability of the Broadcast Mode’s 
ability to transmit the frequencies into the human body is not fully 
understood.  However numerous users have reported good successes 
when using the Broadcast Mode. Using the same frequencies, this method 
is suggested for pets or animals. It is recommended that first time users 
use the Direct Method only, and then feel free to alternate modes as good 
results are experienced.  For the “Body Cleanse” program, try using the 
Broadcast Mode from the beginning. 
 

The Direct Mode uses direct contact of the stainless steel cylinders 
and plates, or the “Crystal Generators,” with the hands, the feet, or other 
parts of the body. 
 

The Broadcast Mode uses indirect contact with use of the stainless 
steel cylinders or “Crystal Generators.”  These hand held electrodes are 
placed and separated 2 or 3 feet apart (or more) on a nearby table, or near 
a bed (may be used even while a person is sleeping).  When using the 
stainless steel cylinders in broadcast mode turn the Intensity Control 
up to the Maximum level.  When using the Crystal Generators, in direct 
contact set the intensity knob in the 10 O’clock position, and with the 
Broadcast Mode best results will be obtained by setting the intensity 
at the 50% output level or “12 O’clock position” on the dial.  The most 
effective range is having the metal cylinders or Crystal Generators placed 
within 12 feet of the user.  Placement on one side of the body only is 
sufficient.  

 
While using the broadcast mode, the user does not come in contact 

with the cylinder electrodes.  For weight challenged people the direct 
contact  method is recommended.  The primary exception applies to the 
body cleanse program, which may be used on a daily for gradual weight 
loss.  It is suggested to add 3 to 4 minutes to frequency running time when 
running a regular program in the broadcast mode. 
 
IMPORTANT:  Periodic Instrument Check-up.  Check for sensation of 
feeling or intensity coming from instrument periodically (once a month or 
every two weeks) when running your instrument in ‘broadcast mode” or 
when using Crystal Generators.  Use the stainless steel cylinders when 
checking for sensation.  No sensation will be felt while using the Crystal 
Generators. 

BROADCAST MODE 
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Direct Contact Mode vs. Broadcast Mode -- Cylinders vs. Crystal 
Generattors.   
 
When is it best to use the Stainless Steel Cylinders vs. the Crystal Generators?   
 

1.  For quick results against pathogens and parasites the general rule is to 
begin with the Stainless Steel Cylinder electrodes.   
 

2.  For long term Health and Wellness it is best to use the Crystal 
Generators. 
 

Example:  For Flu (viral) or Common Cold (bacterial) begin by using the 
Cylinder electrode during the first 1 or 2 sessions.  Best used in “Direct 
Contact Mode” then alternate with the Crystal Generators.  Run every 2 hours 
for best results.  After initial use in Direct Contact Mode it should be okay to 
use in “Broadcast Mode.” 
 
Example:  For the Body Cleanse and other Cleanse Programs it is suggested 
to use the Crystal Generators.  Use in the “Broadcast Mode.”   
 
Example:  For the Detoxification Programs (Liver and Kidney) it is best to 
initially use the Cylinder electrodes in “Contact Mode” for initial 3 sessions.  
Following session may be done is the Broadcast Mode.   
 
Example:  For Parasite Cleanse and Fluke removal programs it is 
recommended to use the Sleeves with Plates placed side to side along the 
intestinal and liver areas.  This placement is best for the first 6 sessions.  
Following sessions may be with the Foot Plates, or hand Cylinder electrodes 
in Direct Contact Mode.   
 
Example:  For general Health and Wellness programs such as Auto Codes 
#646 and #647 it is recommended to use the Crystal Generators and run 
them in the Broadcast Mode.  When not running programs for specific 
conditions it is suggested to altérnate running these 2 above 
programs. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

BEST USE – CYLINDERS VS. CRYSTAL GENERATORS 
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Welcome to an exciting new complement to frequency technology. 

Crystal Generators are designed to regenerate cells in the human body. 
Specific “blueprint” frequencies are modulated for health and wellness.  
Your frequency instrument and its frequencies deliver the necessary 
“carrier waves” to input an array of wellness frequencies to the DNA, 
cellular structures and cellular systems of your body. 

 
Selected crystals have specific modulating characteristics that 

deliver “blueprint” frequencies to the cellular systems of the body.  Added 
are specific minerals, in solution, for their electrolytic frequency 
enhancement and conduction capacities. 

 
Pre-selected “carrier waves” from the frequency instrument are 

introduced into the Crystal Generator in order to stimulate each crystal to 
oscillate/ vibrate at its signature or “blueprint” frequency.  These “carrier 
wave” frequencies entering the Crystal Generator are then refracted into a 
multitude of wellness frequencies, and are presented to the body for 
cellular regeneration. Crystals are selected for the Generator because 
of their specific “blueprint” frequencies so they will match the body’s 
at birth cellular “blueprint frequency” with the intent to re-awaken  
original “at birth” cellular memory.   Beginning at this cellular level, the 
intent is to expand health and wellness throughout the entire body. 

CRYSTAL GENERATORS 
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What is the Scientific Basis for this? 
Rub the flat surfaces of two crystals together in the dark, and you will likely 
observe a “sparking effect” within the crystals.  This is caused by 
“piezoelectric energy,” the same energy given off by the crystals within the 
Crystal Generator.  The piezoelectric effect is the displacement of ionic 
charges within a crystal lattice structure.  When the lattice structure is 
subjected to pressure, abrasion or stress, ionic charges are activated and 
energy as light can be observed.  Mild stimulation of the lattice structure 
creates an oscillation/vibration which is then conducted to the human 
cellular/DNA system.   

 
The charge distribution within the crystal is symmetric and the net 

electrical potential is zero.  A stimulated crystal delivers no electrical 
charge, but now delivers a sound wave compatible with the wellness 
needs of the cells. There is no electric or magnetic (electromagnetic) field 
associated with sound or ultrasound oscillations/ vibrations or waves.  This 
delivery system allows all cells to receive a direct oscillation/vibration that 
sets up the conditions for cellular frequency resonance. Sound as a 
healing modality restructures the synergistic framework “blueprint” for 
cellular and organ resonance.  This restructuring creates an orchestration 
of attunement among all cells of a system (organ, skeletal, nerve, 
muscular, etc.)   

 
A crystal is a natural piezoelectric oscillator.  Electromagnetic 

frequencies from the frequency instrument introduced into the Crystal 
Generator stimulate the crystals to oscillate/vibrate.  This oscillation 
converts the Crystal Generator introduced frequency signal into a suitable 
sound range and provides the means for cells to resonate at “blueprint” 
frequency. 
 

 
 
 

The body’s internal wisdom’s normal response is toward health and 
healing when provided the appropriate means.  It knows how to heal itself 
and this introduced healing regenerative sound serves both as a frequency 
regulator (pacemaker) providing a cellular reminder of the original at birth 
(blueprint) frequency response. 
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The frequency instrument delivery system is complimented by the 
regenerative wellness frequencies produced by the Crystal Generator. 
Together these modalities are intended to provide a preventive means to 
keep the body in balance before sickness or chronic conditions take hold.  
If already in a sickened, diseased or chronic condition these frequencies 
provide the body with the capability to bring itself back to optimum health, 
wellness and vitality. 

 
How?  The cellular DNA, structures and systems of the body are 

crystalline in nature (this is why minerals are so essential for cellular 
support) and are able to respond accordingly via piezoelectric energy 
oscillations from the Crystal Generator.  The results are similar to the 
“tuning fork” effect with 2 separate “forks” in a room.  One is struck, 
creating an oscillation which is then transferred to the other at the same 
identical “tone” or oscillation/vibration. 
 
An example of what often takes place in the body – pancreas. 
At birth the pancreas has a subtle energy of 7.2 thousand (“blueprint”) 
frequency.  But, due to mental, emotional or physical trauma, or chemical 
toxins (internal or external, including synthetic cosmetics and 
pharmaceutical drugs), the 7.2 thousand drops to 4.2 thousand which just 
happens to be the liveable threshold frequency for pathogens, i.e. viral, 
bacterial, fungal, mycoplasma, parasites, etc.  These pathogens now feel 
welcome and take up residence in this organ.  This is the onset of diabetes 
(pancreas), sickness, and disease.   

 
By bringing the pancreas subtle energy frequency above the 4.2 

thousand frequency pathogens begin to feel unwelcome, uncomfortable 
and are saying, “I am out of here.”  Thus, the pancreas and the body 
become capable for a return to health and wellness.  This return to 
“blueprint” frequency is the intent and purpose of the Crystal Generator for 
true whole body wellness. 

 
Standard with your frequency instrument are the hand held stainless 

steel electrodes, which deliver electromagnetic and other subtle energy to 
the body via audio/sound frequencies or oscillations.  We find that these 
stainless steel cylinders we are most effective for immediate microbial and 
parasitic die-off.  For the long term the most beneficial and effective results 
will be found by primarily using the Crystal Generator electrodes. The 
Crystal Generator is intended to provide better overall immune building 
and wellness than the steel cylinders. The Crystal Generators, it is 
reported, will provide an overall increase of 200% greater immune
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building, and a 300 to 400% health and wellness boost beyond the 
capabilities of the steel electrodes.  The Crystal Generators are designed 
to be used in all aspects, as the steel cylinders.  They may effectively be 
applied in either the “direct” or the “Broadcast Mode.”  
 
Typical investigative and research usage may be as follows: 
Flu:  Run session 1 at 5 minutes per frequency, using the Stainless Steel 
Cylinders, followed 2 hours later with the Crystal Generator, and 2 hours 
later, using the same Crystal Generators.  If necessary, repeat this same 
cycle every 2 hours.  Use at 50% intensity output for best results. 
 
Note: For colds or flu sessions every 2 hours has proved most 
beneficial; other conditions may necessitate sessions only once a 
day for best results. 
Note: Due to the piezoelectric energy delivery there will be NO energy 
sensation felt when holding the Crystal Generators (unlike the 
sensation from the steel cylinders). 

 
Handle the Crystal Generators with care.  They are made of Pyrex 
glass and require cautions when handling. 
 
TO ORDER: Contact your distributor! 
 
It does no harm to run your frequency instrument all the time.  When 
not running a program for specific condition it is considered 
beneficial to run “wellness” programs.  Use in the “Broadcast Mode.”  
 
 


